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A WORD FROM SLANGMAN…
TO TEACHERS & STUDENTS

Welcome to the second book in Slangman’s Street Speak series!

This new and completely updated book is 40% larger than the original

book, in full color, and contains free audio & video links to give you

more “inside” information about the way Americans really speak. And

best of all...the videos will automatically update weekly to give you

the newest and most popular slang and idioms used by everyone!

Each book in Slangman’s Street Speak series will equal years of

actually living here in the U.S. So fasten your seat belt (“Get ready for

something exciting!”) and check out (“take a look at”) all the words

you may not have been able to understand before… until now!

Next to each exercise that has an audio program,
you’ll notice the Soundcloud icon indicating which
track to play in the collection. See all the tracks here!

One of the great things about using YouTube® with the Slangman videos is that

you can slow down the video and audio. That way you can clearly understand

every new word and all those typical reductions and contractions. Then, play it

back again faster… and faster until you understand everything easily! The diagram

above shows you how.

To access the free videos, simply click the
SlangmanTV icon and Slangman will make sure
you’re current with the newest slang each week!
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EXPLANATIONOFICONS

One of the most important
parts of any language is to

be able to understand
what you hear. These

exercises can be found on
the audio program

located on Soundcloud.

These oral exercises are

designed to help you to

begin speaking and thinking

like a native.

These exercises include

fill-ins, crossword puzzles,

word matches and many

other fun word games to

help you use the new terms

in context.

These exercises reinforce
visual recognition of
the slang terms and
idioms presented

throughout this book.
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1. Earl got reprimanded by the boss for falling asleep at the wheel.

“falling asleep at the wheel” means: � doing a great job . . . . . . . . � failing to do his job

2. The boss called me on the carpet for arriving late to work this morning.

“called on the carpet” means: . . . . � reprimanded me . . . . . . . . � called me bad names

3. The new employee keeps talking to himself. I think he’s a wacko!

“wacko” means: . . . . . . . . . . . � talkative person. . . . . . . . . � lunatic

4. My boss and I never see eye to eye on anything. Frankly, I think he’s just stubborn.

“see eye to eye” means: . . . . . . . � agree . . . . . . . . . . . . . . � see poorly

5. Jerry didn’t know the answer to that simple math problem? He needs to get a clue!

“get a clue” means: . . . . . . . . . � get smarter and more aware . � go on vacation

6. Stop goofing off and help me?

“goofing off” means: . . . . . . . . . � working hard . . . . . . . . . . � playing instead of working

7. How did the boss know you came in late? Did someone blow the whistle on you?

“blow the whistle on” means: . . . . � compliment . . . . . . . . . . . � report

8. If Bob thinks he going to have a peaceful morning, he’s going to have a rude awakening!

“a rude awakening” means: . . . . . � an undesirable surprise . . . . � a wonderful surprise

9. Fido was caught in the act of stealing!

“caught in the act” means: . . . . . � seen doing something wrong . � seen in a movie or play

10. Tom botched up the simple job I gave him to do! It was horrible!

“botched up” means:. . . . . . . . . � made mistakes with . . . . . . � excelled in
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Mike is telling David some news about work.

Mike: Did you hear the news about Carl? He was called on the carpet for falling

asleep at the wheel!

David: You’re kidding! Who blew the whistle on him?

Mike: No one. The boss caught him in the act. Most of the day, he does nothing but
goof off. Then when he does finally work, he botches it [up]. If he doesn’t get a

clue and start working harder, he’s going to have a rude awakening.

David: I’ve never been able to see eye to eye with him. Frankly, I think he’s kind of a
wacko!

2+2= ?

The words introduced on the first two pages are used in the
dialogue below. See if you can understand the conversation.
Note: The translation of the words in boldface is on the right-
hand page. SIDE a: track 2

A. DIALOGUE USING SLANG & IDIOMS
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Mike is telling David some news about work.

Mike: Did you hear the news about Carl? He was reprimanded for failing to do his

work!

David: You’re kidding! Who reported him?

Mike: No one. The boss saw him in the process of doing something wrong. Most
of the day, he does nothing but play instead of work. Then when he does finally
work, he makes big mistakes. If he doesn’t get smarter and start working harder,
he’s going to get an undesirable surprise.

David: I’ve never been able to understand him. Frankly, I think he’s kind of a lunatic!

LET’S SEE HOW MUCH YOU REMEMBER!
Just for fun, bounce around in random order to the words
and expressions in boldface below. See if you can remember
their slang equivalents without looking at the left-hand page!

B. DIALOGUE translated INto STANDARD ENGLISH
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Mike’s telling David s’m news about work.

Mike: Did’ja hear the news about Carl? He w’z called on the carpet fer falling asleep

’it the wheel!

David: Y’r kidding! Who blew the whistle on ’im?

Mike: No one. The boss cod ’im in the act. Most ’a the day, he does nothing b’t goof off.
Then when ’e does fin’lly work, he botches id [up]. If ’e doesn’t ged a clue ’n start
working harder, he’s gonna have a rude awakening.

David: I’ve never been able da see eye da eye with ’im. Frankly, I think ’e’s kind of a
wacko!

blow the whistle on someone (to) exp. to report someone for doing something wrong.

example: Steve blew the whistle on me for leaving work early.

translation: Steve reported me for leaving work early.

“real spEAK:” Steve blew the whistle on me fer leaving work early.

Note: This expression comes from the world of crime, describing
a police officer who blows his whistle in order to stop an
offender.

Also: whistle blower n. one who reports back to an official.

Synonym 1: fink on someone (to) exp.

Synonym 2: rat on someone (to) exp.

Synonym 3: snitch on someone (to) exp.

NOW DO IT. COMPLETE THE PHRASE ALOUD:

I’d blow the whistle on someone who…

C. DIALOGUE USING “REAL SPEAK”
The dialogue below demonstrates how the slang conversation
on the previous page would really be spoken by native speakers!

vocabulary
The following words and expressions were used in the previous
dialogues. Let’s take a closer look at what they mean.

SIDE a: track 3

SIDE a: track 2
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botch [up] something (to) exp. to make a big mistake in doing something.

example: Howard tried to put his new bicycle together himself but
he botched it [up]!

translation: Howard tried to put his new bicycle together himself but
he made a big mistake!

“real spEAK:” Howard tried ta pud ’is new bike tagether ’imself bud ’e
botched id [up]!

Also: botch-job n. a job poorly done.

Synonym: screw up something (to) exp.

NOW YOU DO IT:

(Use “botch [up]” in a sentence)

called on the carpet (to get) exp. to get reprimanded (by one’s parents, boss, etc.).

example: Norman got called on the carpet for wasting time at
work.

translation: Norman got reprimanded for wasting time at work.

“real spEAK:” Norman got called on the carpet fer wasting time ’it
work.

Synonym 1: bawl someone out (to) exp.

Synonym 2: chew someone out (to) exp.

NOW YOU DO IT. COMPLETE THE PHRASE ALOUD:

The boss called me on the carpet when I…

fall asleep at the wheel (to) exp. to fail to do one’s job.

example: Ralph was supposed to contact all the clients but he
completely forgot! He fell asleep at the wheel again.

translation: Ralph was supposed to contact all the clients but he
completely forgot! He failed to do his job again.

“real spEAK:” Ralph was sapposta contact all the clients bud ’e
c’mpletely fergot! He fell asleep ’it the wheel again.

Synonym 1: fall asleep at the switch (to) exp.

Synonym 2: fall down on the job (to) exp.

NOW YOU DO IT. COMPLETE THE PHRASE ALOUD:

...fell asleep at the wheel! He/she forgot to…

get caught in the act (to) exp. to be seen in the process of doing something wrong.

example: Fido is in big trouble. He was caught in the act stealing
food.

translation: Fido is in big trouble. He was seen in the process of

stealing food.

“real spEAK:” Fido’s ’n big trouble. He w’z cod in the act stealing
food.

Synonym: get caught red-handed (to) exp.

NOW YOU DO IT. COMPLETE THE PHRASE ALOUD:

The police caught Bob in the act of…
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get a clue (to) exp. to get smarter and more aware.

example: You loaned a stranger money because he said he’d pay
you back? You’ll never see that money again! Get a clue!

translation: You loaned a stranger money because he said he’d pay
you back? You’ll never see that money again! Get

smarter and more aware!

“real spEAK:” You loaned a stranger money ’cause ’e said ’e’d pay ya
back? You’ll never see that money again! Ged a clue!

Note: clueless (to be) adj. to be completely unaware.

NOW YOU DO IT. COMPLETE THE PHRASE ALOUD:

You just ....?! Get a clue!

goof off (to) exp. to play when one is supposed to be working.

example: I hired my best friend to help me at my office. Instead, he
just goofed off.

translation: I hired my best friend to help me at my office. Instead, he
just played instead of worked.

“real spEAK:” I hired my best frien’ da help me ’it my office. Instead, ’e
jus’ goofed off.

Also 1: goof n. fool / goofy adj. foolish.

Also 2: goof around (to) exp. to play.

Also 3: goof up (to) exp. to make a mistake.

NOW YOU DO IT. COMPLETE THE PHRASE ALOUD:

Stop goofing off and help me to…

rude awakening (to have a) exp. to get an undesirable surprise.

example: If Pat thinks he can keep cheating on his taxes, he’s going
to have a rude awakening.

translation: If Pat thinks he can keep cheating on his taxes, he’s going
to get an undesirable surprise.

“real spEAK:” If Pat thinks ’e c’n keep cheading on ’is taxes, he’s gonna
have a rude awakening.

NOW YOU DO IT. COMPLETE THE PHRASE ALOUD:

Susan’s going to have a rude awakening if she
thinks she can…

see eye to eye (to) exp. said of two or more people who agree on the same matter.

example: Rob and I never see eye to eye on anything. Sometimes
I think he disagrees with me just to be difficult.

translation: Rob and I never agree on anything. Sometimes I think he
disagrees with me just to be difficult.

“real spEAK:” Rob ’n I never see eye da eye on anything. Sometimes
I think ’e disagrees with me jus’ ta be difficult.

NOW YOU DO IT. COMPLETE THE PHRASE ALOUD:

I never see eye to eye with…

2+2= ?
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wacko n. crazy person, lunatic.

example: My uncle is a real wacko. He has names for all the objects
in his house and even talks to them!

translation: My uncle is a real lunatic. He has names for all the
objects in his house and even talks to them!

“real spEAK:” My uncle’s a real wacko. He has names fer all the objec’s
in ’is house an’ even talks to ’em!

Variation: wack job exp.

Synonyms: nuts adj. / nutty adj. / to be a nut case exp. to be
crazy.

NOW YOU DO IT. COMPLETE THE PHRASE ALOUD:

I think… is a wacko because…

A. CHOOSE THE RIGHT WORD (Answers on p. 223)
Underline the appropriate word(s) that best complete(s) the phrase.

1. I don’t agree with you. I guess we’ll never see (toe to toe, head to head, eye to eye).

2. If Bob thinks he can get away with cheating people, he’s going to have a (polite, rude,
discourteous) awakening!

3. The boss called Ed on the (floor, carpet, rug) for not working hard.

4. Gina got fired for stealing office supplies? Who (blew, inhaled, exhaled) the whistle on her?

5. The boss gave Jim a simple assignment and he totally botched it (up, down, over).

6. My grandmother thinks she’s Cleopatra. She’s definitely a (wrinkle, wacko, wheez)!

7. You loaned your brother your car?! Get a (flue, glue, clue)! He’ll probably wreck it!

8. Bill doesn’t do anything at work but goof (off, on, in). I hope he gets fired soon.

9. The boss finally caught Greg in the (scene, act, play) stealing. He’ll probably go to jail!

10. If you don’t stop falling asleep at the (meal, wheels, wheel), you’re going to get fired!

SIDE a: track 4
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MAKES SENSE DOESN’T MAKE SENSE

– Al fell asleep at the wheel again!

– I know. He’s a great worker.

MAKES SENSE DOESN’T MAKE SENSE

– I got called on the carpet today.

– Did the boss give you a raise?

MAKES SENSE DOESN’T MAKE SENSE

– Bob got fired for stealing!

– Who blew the whistle on him?

MAKES SENSE DOESN’T MAKE SENSE

– My uncle thinks he can fly.

– He must really be a wacko!

2+2= ?

MAKES SENSE DOESN’T MAKE SENSE

– Mark is so smart.

– I know. He needs to get a clue.

MAKES SENSE DOESN’T MAKE SENSE

– Timmy stole something from Bill.

– Was he caught in the act?

B. CONTEXT EXERCISE (Answers on p. 223)
Read the short conversations. Decide whether the slang
used makes sense or doesn’t make sense. Circle your answer.

MAKES SENSE DOESN’T MAKE SENSE

– Norman botched [up] his work.

– He can’t do anything right.

MAKES SENSE DOESN’T MAKE SENSE

– Chris loves to goof off.

– I know. He’s a great worker!

MAKES SENSE DOESN’T MAKE SENSE

– Ron and I agree on everything.

– You must always see eye to eye.

1 2 3

654

987

SIDE a: track 5
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C. CREATE YOUR OWN SENTENCE (Answers on p. 223)
Read Person A’s questions or statements aloud and use the
suggested words to create your response for Person B.

10.

1.

[use: ]wacko

[use: ]called on the carpet

Did you meet the new employee?

Where’s Joe? I haven’t seen him this morning.

3. [use: ]blew the whistleHow did the boss find out you left early yesterday?

4. [use: ]caught in the actAre you positive that Janet stole your purse?

5. [use: ]goofing offWhy do you think Peggy got fired?

6. [use: ]botchedHow is Anne doing on her job assignment?

7. [use: ]get a clueChris asked the boss for a raise his second day here?

8. [use: ]rude awakeningTina tells lies constantly!

9. [use: ]eye to eyeAre Jane and Lisa still arguing?

PERSON A PERSON B

2.
[use: fell asleep

Why did Arnold get in trouble at work? at the wheel]
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1. Pat got _____________________________________________ for coming to work late for the third

time this week.

2. Tom and I never see ______________________________ on any subject. We always disagree with

each other.

3. You left food in your tent when you went camping? ___________________ ! You could have been

attacked by bears!

4. My car was almost stolen last night! Luckily, there was a policeman standing on the corner who

caught the thief in the _______________ .

5. You’re going to start a company with that ___________ ? Everyone knows he’s insane! He even

makes psychiatrists nervous!

6. Morgan leaves work early every day and I’m left to do his work. Well, if he does that again

today, I’m going to _________________________ on him!

7. Michelle lied on her job application. When the boss find outs, she’s going to have a ___________

awakening.

8. Don forgot to file all these papers. He’s falling asleep at the _______________ again!

9. Would you stop _____________________ and help me?!

D. COMPLETE THE PHRASE (Answers on p. 223)
Complete the phrase by choosing the appropriate
words from the list below.

wheel

called on the carpet

goofing off

get a clue

act

eye to eye

rude

blow the whistle

wacko

SIDE a: track 6
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APPLES

“An apple a day keeps the doctor away”
proverb – “If you eat a piece of fruit every day,
you’ll stay healthy and not need to go to the
doctor.”

example: You need to eat more fruit.
Remember, an apple a day

keeps the doctor away.

translation: You need to eat more fruit.
Remember, if you eat a piece of

fruit every day, you’ll stay

healthy and not need to go to

the doctor.

“real speak”: Ya need ta eat more fruit.
Remember, an apple a day

keeps the docter away.

as American as apple pie (to be) exp. to
have traditional American values.

example: Our new president is as American

as apple pie.

translation: Our new president has

traditional American values.

“real speak”: ’Are new president’s ’ez

American ’ez apple pie.

bad apple (to be a) exp. to be a despicable
person.

example: Did you year about the new
student? He stole money right out of
our teacher’s purse! That guy is
really a bad apple.

translation: Did you year about the new
student? He stole money right out of
our teacher’s purse! That guy is
really a despicable person.

“real speak”: Did’ja year about the new student?
He stole money ride oud ‘ev ‘ar
teacher’s purse! That guy’s really a
bad apple.

Variation: rotten apple (to be a) exp.

Also: one bad apple spoils the

bunch or one bad apple spoils

the barrel proverb – one bad
person can affect everyone else.

Big Apple (the) exp. New York City (because it
represents temptation as did the apple from the
Garden of Eden).

example: I’m moving to the Big Apple to
be in a Broadway play!

translation: I’m moving to New York City to
be in a Broadway play!

“real speak”: I’m moving ta the Big Apple ta be
in a Broadway play!

compare apples to oranges (to) exp.
to make a comparison between two things which
are completely different.

example: You can’t compare those two
situations. You’re comparing

apples to oranges!

If you’re starting to go bananas (become crazy) because you don’t know beans (don’t know

anything) about expressions containing fruits and vegetables, this section will help you keep as cool as a

cucumber (extremely calm)!

Fruits and vegetables have given rise to a number of colorful slang expressions in American-English as

demonstrated in the following list:

Fruits & Vegetables Used in Slang
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translation: You can’t compare those two
situations. You’re making a

comparison between two

things which are completely

different!

“real speak”: Ya can’t c’mpare those two
situations. Y’r c’mparing apples

ta oranges!

“How do you like them apples?!” exp.
• 1. (said in astonishment) “Can you believe it?!”
• 2. (in anger) “What do you think of that?!”

example 1: My boss wants to lower my salary
and I’ve been working overtime
every week for three months! How

do you like them apples?!

translation: My boss wants to lower my salary
and I’ve been working overtime
every week for three months! Can

you believe it?!

“real speak”: My boss wants ta lower my salary ’n
I’ve b’n working overtime ev’ry
week fer three months! How do ya

like them apples?!

example 2: Since you stole money from
my company, I’m firing you
immediately. How do you

like them apples?!

translation: Since you stole money from
my company, I’m firing you
immediately. What do you

think of that?!

“real speak”: Since ya stole money fr’m my
company, I’m firing you
immediately. Howdy ya like

them apples?!

Note: There are two important details to
note in this expression. First, this
sentence is actually grammatically
incorrect! It should be: How do you
like those apples. “Them” is inten-
tionally used incorrectly to add
emphasis to “apples” which, in this
expression, represents anything
astonishing or intriguing. Second,
the word “them” is emphasized by
raising the voice. In fact, this is so
important that not to stress this term
would actually sound strange to the
native speaker of English!

upset the apple cart (to) exp. to ruin
someone’s plan or event.

example: You want to hire an additional
artist? I know you’re excited about it
and I don’t mean to upset the

apple cart, but we can’t afford it!

translation: You want to hire an additional
artist? I know you’re excited about it
and I don’t mean to ruin your

plans, but we can’t afford it!

“real speak”: Ya wanna hire ’n additional ardist?
I know y’r excided aboud it an’ I
don’t mean ta upset the apple

cart, b’t we can’ afford it!

BANANAS

bananas (to be) exp. to be insane, crazy.

EXAMPLE: That woman is talking to her car.
She’s bananas!

translation: That woman is talking to her car.
She’s crazy!

“real speak”: That woman’s talking to ’er car.
She’s b’nanas!

Note: go bananas (to) exp. • 1. to go
crazy • In her old age, my aunt went
bananas. She thinks she’s Cleopatra!;
In her old age, my aunt went crazy.
She thinks she’s Cleopatra! • 2. to
get extremely angry • When I told
my father that I ruined his car, he
went bananas!; When I told my
father that I ruined his car, he got
extremely angry! • 3. to become
very excited • The crowd went
bananas when their favorite singer
walked on stage; The crowd went
wild when their favorite singer
walked on stage.
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play second banana to someone (to) exp.
to be secondary to someone.

EXAMPLE: The employees only listen to Carl
and not me because I’m the vice
president and Carl is the president.
I’m tired of playing second

banana to him!

translation: The employees only listen to Carl
and not me because I’m the vice
president and Carl is the president.
I’m tired of being secondary

to him!

“real speak”: The employees only listen ta Carl ’n
not me b’cause I’m the vice
president ’n Carl’s the president. I’m
tired ’ev playing secon’ banana

da him!

“The apple doesn’t fall far from the

tree” exp. said of someone who has many of the
same way as his/her mother or father.

example: I never knew what a terrible temper
Josh has! I shouldn’t really be
surprised. His father has anger
issues, too. I guess the apple

doesn’t fall far from the tree!

translation: I never knew what a terrible temper
Josh has! I shouldn’t really be
surprised. His father has anger
issues, too. I guess he has the

same characteristics as his

father!

“real speak”: I never knew whad a terr’ble
temper Josh has! I shouldn’ really
be saprised. His father has anger
issues, too. I guess the apple

doesn’ fall far fr’m the tree!

top banana m. the person with the most
authority.

EXAMPLE: If you want a raise, you’d better talk
to the top banana about it, not me

translation: If you want a raise, you’d better talk
to the person with the most

authority about it, not me.

“real speak”: If ya wanna raise, ya bedder talk ta
the top banana aboud it, not me.

BEANS

bean counter exp. accountant.

example: My father is a bean counter. He’s
always been great at math.

translation: My father is an accountant. He’s
always been great at math.

“real speak”: My father’s a bean counter. He’s
always been grade ’it math.

bean pole exp. a very tall and thin person.

example: Carla is a bean pole but everyone
else in her family is short and fat.

translation: Carla is tall and thin but
everyone else in her family is short
and fat.

“real speak”: Carla’s a bean pole b’d ev’ryone
else in ’er fam’ly ‘s short ’n fat.

Bean Town exp. a nickname for Boston,
Massachusetts, which is popular for its baked
beans.

example: I’m going to begin school in Bean

Town next year

translation: I’m going to begin school in
Boston next year.

“real speak”: I’m gonna b’gin school ’n Bean

Town next year.

beans about something (not to know)
exp. not to know anything about something.

example: I’m afraid I can’t help you with your
algebra homework. I don’t know

beans about math!

translation: I’m afraid I can’t help you with your
algebra homework. I don’t know

anything about math!

“real speak”: I’m afraid I can’t help ya with yer
algebra homework. I dunno

beans about math!

Note: This expression only works in the
negative: not to know beans about

something. The expression does not
work in the positive. For example,
the following example is incorrect
and would actually sound strange to
a native-speaker: I’d be glad to help
you with your algebra homework.
I know beans about math.
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spill the beans (to) exp. to reveal a secret.

example: I told you not to tell Helen that we
were planning a surprise party for
her. Why did you spill the beans?

translation: I told you not to tell Helen that we
were planning a surprise party for
her. Why did you reveal the

secret?

“real speak”: I told ’ja not ta tell Helen th’t we
were planning a serprise pardy fer
her. Why’dja spill the beans?

BEETS

beet red (to be/to turn) exp. to be/to become
extremely red (due to a sunburn, embarrassment,
anger, etc.).

example: When Cecily’s wig came off at the
party, she turned beet red!

translation: When Cecily’s wig came off at the
party, she blushed!

“real speak”: When Cecily’s wig came off ’it the
pardy, she turned beet red!

CARROTS

carrot in front of someone (to dangle a)
exp. to tempt someone with something.

example: The boss wants me to work in our
New York office, so he dangled a

carrot in front of me. He’s
offering me twice my salary if
I accept!

translation: The boss wants me to work in our
New York office, so he tempted

me with something. He’s
offering me twice my salary if
I accept!

“real speak”: The boss wants me da work ’n ’ar
New York office, so ’e dangled a

carrod in fronna me. He’s
offering me twice my salary if
I accept!

CHERRIES

bowl of cherries (to be a) exp. (used in
reference to someone’s life) wonderful, fantastic.

example: I had such a bad week. Well, I guess
life isn’t always a bowl of

cherries.

translation: I had such a bad week. Well, I guess
life isn’t always wonderful.

“real speak”: I had such a bad week. Well, I guess
life isn’ always a bowl ’a cherries.

cherry-pick (to) v. to carefully select.

example: The reason the people in my team
are so fantastic is because I
cherry-picked each one of them
myself.

translation: The reason the people in my team
are so fantastic is because I
carefully selected each one of
them myself.

“real speak”: The reason the people ‘n my team
’er so fantastic is b’cuz I
cherry-picked each one ‘ev ‘em
myself.

CORN

corny adj. overly sentimental.

example: In the movie, every time the two
lovers spoke to each other, their
voices shook as the music swelled.
It was so corny!

translation: In the movie, every time the two
lovers spoke to each other, their
voices shook as the music swelled.
It was so overly sentimental.

“real speak”: In the movie, ev’ry time the two
lovers spoke to each other, their
voices shook ’ez the music swelled.
It w’z so corny!

Variation: cornball adj.

“For corn sake!” interj. an interjection of
surprise.

example: John is your brother? For corn

sake! I didn’t know that!

translation: John is your brother? I’m really

surprised! I didn’t know that!

“real speak”: John’s yer brother? Fer corn

sake! I didn’ know that!

Note: Although this expression is
outdated, it is still occasionally used
by older generations or in jest.
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CUCUMBERs

cool as a cucumber (to be as) exp. to be calm
and collected.

example: When the thief was interrogated by
the police, he was as cool as a

cucumber.

translation: When the thief was interrogated by
the police, he was calm and

collected.

“real speak”: When the thief w’z interragaded by
the police, he w’z ’ez cool ’ez a

cucumber.

FRUIT

bear fruit (to) v. to produce successful results .

example: All your hard work is about to bear

fruit. By the same time next year,
you’re going to be a millionaire!

translation: All your hard work is about to
produce successful results. By
the same time next year, you’re
going to be a millionaire!

“real speak”: All yer hard work ‘ez about ta bear

fruit. By the same time next year,
y’r gonna be a millionaire!

forbidden fruit n. any pleasure or enjoyment
regarded as forbidden, off-limits.

example 1: My boss has the most beautiful
daughter. I’d love to ask her out on
a date, but she’s the forbidden

fruit. I could lose my job.

translation: My boss has the most beautiful
daughter. I’d love to ask her out on
a date, but she’s off-limits. I could
lose my job.

“real speak”: My boss has the most beaudiful
dau’der. I’d love ta ask ’er oud on a
date, b’t she’s the forbidden

fruit. I could lose my job.

“If you don’t go out on a limb, you’re

never going to get the fruit” proverb – “If
you don’t take risks, you’re never going to receive
the rewards.”

example 1: It’s scary starting my own business
because you never know if you’re
giong to be successful or not. But if

you don’t go out on a limb,

you’re never going to get the

fruit.

translation: It’s scary starting my own business
because you never know if you’re
giong to be successful or not. But if

you don’t take risks, you’re

never going to receive the

rewards.

“real speak”: It’s scary starding my own bizness
b’cuz ya never know ‘ef y’r gonna
be successful ‘er not. Bud ’ef ya

don’t go oud on a limb, y’r

never gonna get the fruit.

fruits of one’s labor (the) exp. the results,
usually money, of one’s hard work.

example 1: Nancy retired last month and now
spends most of her time traveling.
I’m glad to see her enjoying the

fruits of her labor.

translation: Nancy retired last month and now
spends most of her time traveling.
I’m glad to see her enjoying the

results of her hard work.

“real speak”: Nancy retired las’ month ‘n now
spends most ‘ev ‘er time trav’ling.
I’m glad da see ’er enjoying the

fruits ‘ev ‘er labor.

low-hanging fruit n. something that can be
obtained easily.

example 1: There are so many tasks we need to
accomplish. Let’s start with the
low-hanging fruit first, then we
can work on the more challenging
projects later.

translation: There are so many tasks we need to
accomplish. Let’s start with the
easily-obtainable ones first, then
we can work on the more
challenging projects later.
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“real speak”: There ‘er so many tasks we need ta
accomplish. Let’s start with the
low-hanging fruit first, then we
c’n work on the more challenging
projec’s lader.

GRAPES

grapevine (to hear something through

the) exp. to hear some news through informal
conversation or gossip.

EXAMPLE: – How do you know Al inherited a
million dollars?

– I heard it through the

grapevine.

translation: – How do you know Al inherited a
million dollars?

– I heard it through some

gossip.

“real speak”: – Howdy’ya know Al inherided a
million dollers?

– I heard it through the

grapevine.

sour grapes exp. jealousy or bitterness due to
something one cannot have for oneself.

example: Carol was really angry that Nancy
won the prize and not her. It’s just
sour grapes, but Carol needs to
grow up!

translation: Carol was really angry that Nancy
won the prize and not her. It’s just
due to jealousy, but Carol needs
to grow up!

“real speak”: Carol w’z really angry th’t Nancy
won the prize ’n not her. It’s jus’
sour grapes, b’t Carol needs ta
grow up!

LEMONS

lemon n. worthless thing, junk.

example: I bought a new car yesterday and it
already broke down! What a
lemon!

translation: I bought a new car yesterday and it
already broke down! What a
worthless thing!

“real speak”: I bod a new car yesterday ’n id
already broke down! Whad a
lemon!

“When life gives you lemons, make

lemonade” proverb – “When bad things
happened to you, turn the situation into
something positive.”

example: When I lost my job, I decided to
open my own company. And now
I’m extremely successful! I’ve
always believed in the proverb,
“When life gives you lemons,

make lemonade!”

translation: When I lost my job, I decided to
open my own company. And now
I’m extremely successful! I’ve
always believed in the proverb,
“When bad things happened to

you, turn the situation into

something positive!”

“real speak”: When I los’ my job, I decided ta
open my own company. An’ now
I’m extremely successful! I’ve
a’ways believed in the proverb,
“When life gives ya lemons,

make lemonade!”

ORANGES

compare apples to oranges (to) exp. – see:
Apples – compare apples to oranges (to), p. 12.

PEAS

as thick as pea soup (to be) exp. said of
extremely dense fog.

example: It was impossible to drive. The fog
was as thick as pea soup!

translation: It was impossible to drive. The fog
was extremely thick!
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“real speak”: It w’z impossible ta drive. The fog

w’z ’ez thick ’ez pea soup!

like two peas in a pod (to be) exp. to be very
much alike.

example: Carl and Wendy have all the same
interests. They’re like two peas

in a pod.

translation: Carl and Wendy have all the same
interests. They’re very much

alike.

“real speak”: Carl ’n Wendy have all the same
int’rests. They’re like two peas ’n

a pod.

pea brain exp. fool, idiot.

example: I’m such a pea brain. I completely
forgot about my doctor’s
appointment today!

translation: I’m such a fool. I completely forgot
about my doctor’s appointment
today!

“real speak”: I’m such a pea brain. I c’mpletely
fergod about my docter’s
appointment taday!

PEACHES

a real peach (to be) exp. said of a very pleasant
or exceptional person.

example: The new secretary is a real peach.
She sounds annoyed every time she
answers the phone!

translation: The new secretary is terrible. She
sounds annoyed every time she
answers the phone!

“real speak”: The new secretary’s a real peach.
She soun’z annoyed ev’ry time she
answers the phone!

Note: As defined above, this expression is
somewhat outdated though still
occasionally used by the older
generations or in jest. It is actually
more commonly used in a sarcastic
way as demonstrated in the
example.

peach of a... (to be a) exp. to be a wonderful…
(but typically used sarcastically to mean
“a terrible...”).

example: He’s a peach of an employee. He
arrives to work late and leaves early
every day!

translation: He’s a terrible employee. He
arrives to work late and leaves early
every day!

“real speak”: He’s a peach ’ev ’n employee. He
arrives ta work late ’n leaves early
ev’ry day!

Note: This expression is outdated though
still occasionally used by the older
generations or in jest.

peachy (to be) adj. to be terrific (but typically
used sarcastically to mean “terrible”).

example: Well, that’s just peachy. I’m
supposed to be at the airport in
thirty minutes and my taxi still hasn’t
arrived!

translation: Well, that’s just terrible. I’m
supposed to be at the airport in
thirty minutes and my taxi still hasn’t
arrived!

“real speak”: Well, that’s just peachy. I’m
sappozta be ’it the airpord in thirdy
minutes ’n my taxi still hasn’
arrived!

Note: This expression is outdated though
still occasionally used by the older
generations or in jest.

PICKLES

pickle (to be in a) exp. to be in a predicament.

EXAMPLE: I’m in a real pickle. I promised my
mother that I’d pick her up at the
airport, but my boss needs me to
work late tonight! Could you pick
her up for me?
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translation: I’m in a real predicament.
I promised my mother that I’d pick
her up at the airport, but my boss
needs me to work late tonight!
Could you pick her up for me?

“real speak”: I’m ’n a real pickle. I promised my
mother th’d I’d pick ’er up ’it the
airport, b’t my boss needs me da
work late tanight! Could’ju pick ’er
up fer me?

pickled (to be) adj. to be drunk.

EXAMPLE: I don’t think you should have
anything else to drink. You’re
already pickled.

translation: I don’t think you should have
anything else to drink. You’re
already drunk.

“real speak”: I don’t think you should have
anything else ta drink. Y’r already
pickled.

POTATOES

couch potato (to be a) exp. said of a lazy
person who does nothing but lie on the couch.

EXAMPLE: Joe is such a couch potato. All he
does is watch television all day.

translation: Joe is such a lazy person. All he
does is lie on the couch and watch
television all day.

“real speak”: Joe’s such a couch patado. All ’e
does ’ez watch TV all day.

hot potato exp. said of something potentially
dangerous, unpredictable, volatile.

EXAMPLE: Are you sure you want to date the
boss’s daughter? That could be a
hot potato!

translation: Are you sure you want to date the
boss’s daughter? That could be a
potentially volatile situation!

“real speak”: Are ya sher ya wanna date the
boss’s dawder? That could be a
hot patado!

meat and potatoes (the) exp. the essence.

EXAMPLE: You’re talking around the subject.
You’re not dealing with the meat

and potatoes of the problem.

translation: You’re talking around the subject.
You’re not dealing with the
essence of the problem.

“real speak”: Y’r talking aroun’ the subject. Y’r
not dealing with the meat ’n

patadoes ’ev the problem.

small potatoes exp. trivial, unimportant.

EXAMPLE: I don’t want to work for that
company. They’re small

potatoes. I want to work for a
larger corporation.

translation: I don’t want to work for that
company. They’re unimportant.
I want to work for a larger
corporation.

“real speak”: I don’t wanna work fer that
company. They’re small

patadoes. I wanna work fer a
larger corperation.

PRUNES

prune face exp. a very wrinkled face.

example: If you don’t stop spending hours in
the sun, you’re going to turn into a
prune face.

translation: If you don’t stop spending hours in
the sun, you’re going to turn into a
person with a wrinkled face.

“real speak”: If ya don’t stop spending hours in
the sun, y’r gonna turn into a
prune face.

pruney adj. wrinkled (like a prune).

example: My hands got all pruney from
washing the dishes.

translation: My hands got all wrinkled from
washing the dishes.

“real speak”: My hands god all pruney fr’m
washing the dishes.

wrinkled as a prune (to be as) exp. to be
extremely wrinkled.

example: After soaking in the bathtub for an
hour, I was as wrinkled as a

prune!

translation: After soaking in the bathtub for an
hour, I was extremely wrinkled!

“real speak”: After soaking in the bathtub fer ’n
hour, I w’z ’ez wrinkled as a

prune!
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PUMPKINs

pumpkin n. (term of endearment) sweetheart,
darling, honey.

example: Hi, pumpkin. How are you?

translation: Hi, darling! How are you?

“real speak”: Hi, pungkin. How are you?

Note: When used as a term of
endearment, “pumpkin” may
occasionally be heard pronounced
“pung-kin.”

TOMATOs

tomato n. girl, woman, “chick.”

example: What’s a nice tomato like you
doing in a place like this?

translation: What’s a nice girl like you doing in
a place like this?

“real speak”: What’s a nice tomado like you
doing in a place like this?

Note: This term is outdated. However, it is
still heard in old movies or used in
jest. In fact, in many old movies
taking place in New York, “tomato”
is heard pronounced “ta-may-da.”

VEGETABLE

veg out (to) exp. to relax and do nothing
mentally.

example: This has been the hardest week at
work! I can’t wait for the weekend.
I’m just going sit in front of the
television and veg out!

translation: This has been the hardest week at
work! I can’t wait for the weekend.
I’m just going sit in front of the
television and relax and not do

any thinking!

“real speak”: This ‘ez been the hardest week ‘it
work! I can’t wait fer the weekend.
I’m jus’ gonna sid in fron’a the TV
‘n veg out!

vegetable (to be a) adj. to have lost all mental
function.

example: If I ever get into an accident and
end up a vegetable, just pull the
plug! I don’t want to live that way.

translation: If I ever get into an accident and
end up a mindless shell of a

person, just pull the plug! I don’t
want to live that way.

“real speak”: If I ever ged into ’n accident an’ end
up a veg’table, jus’ pull the plug! I
don’t wanna live that way.
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	to fall for
	to flip for
	to get up on the wrong side of bed
	to have it bad for
	tomato 20
	top banana 14
	touchy
	tripping (to be)
	two-faced 

	U
	unglued (to become)
	up a creek
	up a creek without a paddle
	up there (to be)
	up to here with something (to be)
	up to no good (to be)
	uphill battle (to be an)
	upset the apple cart (to) 13

	V
	veg out (to) 20
	vegetable (to be a) 20

	W
	wack job
	wacko 8

	wacko 8
	way 
	way out there (to be)
	wheels
	whimp
	whistle blower
	blow the whistle on someone (to) 5

	white as a sheet (to be as)
	whiz at something
	whopper of a headache (to have a)
	wieney 
	wild about (to be)
	work like crazy (to)
	work one’s head off (to)
	work someone’s last good nerve (to)
	wowed by something (to be)
	wrinkled as a prune (to be as) 19
	wunderkind 

	Z







